Primary Auction Note – June 2020
In June, the Central Bank of Kenya (CBK) is reopening two bonds, a 5-year(FXD3/2019/5) and 10-year(FXD4/2019/10)
Fixed coupon bond in a bid to raise KES 40Bn ($ 375.23 Mn). The coupon rates on the 5-year and 10 year bond are
11.492% and 12.280% respectively. The bonds attract a withholding tax of 15% for the 5-Year bond and 10% on the
10-Year Bond.
Investors’ focus remains on the short end of the yield curve: In the current market environment where concerns over the spread of
corona virus remains elevated and interest rate uncertainty prevail, investors are likely to focus on the shorter end of the yield curve.
The FXD1/2020/5 is a short term bond making it attractive to investors. We expect the issue to be oversubscribed.
We advise investors to bid within the range of 11.45% to 11.65% for the FXD1/2020/5 as demand for the paper is likely to
be elevated and CBK is likely to reject aggressive bids. For the FXD4/2019/10, investors should bid within the range of 12.40%
and 12.59%.

June 15, 2020
RECOMMENDATION:
5- Year FXD:
Bid 11.45% to 11.65% for the:
FXD3/2019/5
10-Year FXD:
Bid 12.40% to 12.59% for the:
FXD4/2019/10
Period of Sale: 04/06/2020 to
16/06/2020.

Secondary Bond Market:

Sovereign Credit Rating:

In May, the secondary market activity increased substantially. Turnover in May, reversed upwards by 58.9%% to KES 46.609Bn ($
437.44Mn) from KES 29.340Bn ($ 273.45Mn) witnessed in March.

Moody’s: B1 (stable)
Fitch: B+ (stable)
S&P: B+ (stable)
CPI: (2019=100):
108.60

April Inflation:

In May, Headline Inflation decreased to 5.47% down
from the 5.62% recorded in April. The CPI increased
by 0.63% from 107.92 in April to 108.60. This
increased occurred on the back of a 0.86% increase in
the Food and non-alcoholic beverages index.

May Inflation:
5.47%
Interbank rate (12th June 2020):
2.34%
C.B.R (27th May 20):
7.00%

Headline inflation is expected to remain stable on the
back of low fuel and food prices. Food supply is likely
to increased due to favourable weather conditions
experienced during the long rains season. While
containment of the locust infestation has been restricted
to Northern Kenya, a breach of containment could
prove to be a risk to food security and prices.

91- Day T-Bill (Latest ):
7.26%
182- Day T-Bill (Latest ):
8.06 %
364- Day T-Bill (Latest ):
9.03%
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Interbank
The money market remained relatively liquid during the month. The interbank steadily decreased from 3.99% at 5th May
to 2.99% as of the 5th of June.
Over the month, the CBK’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) maintained the Central Bank Rate at 7.00% with the
monetary authority noting that the rate is serving the purpose of cushioning Kenyans against the unprecedented fallout
caused by the coronavirus outbreak.

NSE Yield Curve:
14%
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The yield curve continued to steepened as short term rates decreased. This is a trend that we expect to continue in the
near term. In the current environment of increased investor uncertainty, demand for short-term papers is likely to increase
thereby pushing short-term rates lower. Meanwhile, the long end of the curve could move upwards as investors demand
higher rates.

Currency:
The Kenya Shilling (KES) appreciated against the greenback over the month of April. The shilling has strengthened by
0.31% against the USD since the end of March. On the 29th of May, the KES closed at a value of KES 106.94/$ from the
KES 107.29/$ witnessed at the end of April. On a year-to-date (YTD) basis the Kenya Shilling has depreciated by 5.53%
from the KES 101.38 witnessed at the beginning of the year.
CBK’s usable foreign exchange reserve increased to USD 8.33 million from USD 7.74 million
representing an increase to 4.99 months of import cover from 4.66 months of import cover.
sufficient as they remain above the statutory requirements of four months of import cover. The
improved by foreign inflows from the IMF and World Bank could shore up the reserves. The
continue to decline as the US Dollar appreciates against the shilling.
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RESEARCH DISCLOSURE
Though utmost care has been taken in the preparation of this report, we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of
Capital Ltd be held liable for the information contained herein.

the information contained herein nor will AIB

The views expressed in this report are solely those of the Research Department and are subject to change without notice.
The information in this report is not an offer for the sale or purchase of any security. This document should only be considered a single factor used by investors in making
their investment decisions.
This publication may not be distributed to the public media or quoted or used by the public media without prior and express written consent of AIB Capital Ltd.
NOTICE TO US INVESTORS
This report was prepared, approved, published and distributed by AIB Capital Limited Company located outside of the United States (a non-US Group Company”). This report
is distributed in the U.S. by LXM LLP USA, a U.S. registered broker-dealer, on behalf of AIB Capital Limited only to major U.S. institutional investors (as defined in Rule 15a6 under the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”)) pursuant to the exemption in Rule 15a-6 and any transaction effected by a U.S. customer in the
securities described in this report must be effected through LXM LLP USA.
Neither the report nor any analyst who prepared or approved the report is subject to U.S. legal requirements or the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. (“FINRA”) or
other regulatory requirements pertaining to research reports or research analysts. No non-US Group Company is registered as a broker-dealer under the Exchange Act or is a
member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. or any other U.S. self-regulatory organization.
Analyst Certification. Each of the analysts identified in this report certifies, with respect to the companies or securities that the individual analyses, that (1) the views
expressed in this report reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be
directly or indirectly dependent on the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. Please bear in mind that (i) AIB Capital Limited is the employer of the
research analysts responsible for the content of this report and (ii) research analysts preparing this report are resident outside the United States and are not associated
persons of any US regulated broker-dealer and that therefore the analysts are not subject to supervision by a US broker-dealer, and are not required to satisfy the regulatory
licensing requirements of FINRA or required to otherwise comply with US rules or regulations regarding, among other things, communications with a subject company, public
appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account.
Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies. This material was produced by Analysis AIB Capital Limited solely for information purposes and for the use of the
recipient. It is not to be reproduced under any circumstances and is not to be copied or made available to any person other than the recipient. It is distributed in the
United States of America by LXM LLP USA and elsewhere in the world by AIB Capital Limited or an authorized affiliate of AIB Capital Limited. This document does not
constitute an offer of, or an invitation by or on behalf of AIB Capital or its affiliates or any other company to any person, to buy or sell any security. The information
contained herein has been obtained from published information and other sources, which AIB Capital Limited or its Affiliates consider to be reliable. None of AIB Capital
Limited accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever for the accuracy or completeness of any such information.
All estimates, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments contained herein are made as of the date of this document. Emerging securities markets may be subject
to risks significantly higher than more established markets. In particular, the political and economic environment, company practices and market prices and volumes may be
subject to significant variations. The ability to assess such risks may also be limited due to significantly lower information quantity and quality. By accepting this document,
you agree to be bound by all the foregoing provisions.
LXM LLP USA assumes responsibility for the research reports content in regards to research distributed in the U.S. LXM LLP USA or its affiliates has not managed or comanaged a public offering of securities for the subject company in the past 12 months, has not received compensation for investment banking services from the subject
company in the past 12 months, does not expect to receive and does not intend to seek compensation for investment banking services from the subject company in the next
3 months. LXM LLP USA has never owned any class of equity securities of the subject company. There are not any other actual, material conflicts of interest of LXM LLP USA
at the time of the publication of this research report. As of the publication of this report LXM LLP USA, does not make a market in the subject securities.
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